UC San Diego: Schmidt Science Fellows Nomination Form

Graduate Division will again be accepting nominations for the Schmidt Science Fellows program. I invite you to nominate your soon-to-be and newest Ph.D. alumni for this exciting program. Please help us assemble an outstanding group of nominees with both disciplinary and demographic diversity, by nominating your top students for this program no later than May 4th 2022.

For more information visit: https://collab.ucsd.edu/x/b0nVBQ

* Required

1. Email *

2. Nominee First Name *

3. Nominee Last Name *

4. Nominee's PID *
5. Nominee's Home Academic Department *

6. Nominee's Major/Discipline Focus *

7. Short description of nominee's research *
   1-2 sentences

8. Name of Nominator *

9. Email of Nominator *
10. Nomination Materials *
(1) Letter of nomination from the PI, Chair, or program director, which addresses the criteria stated on the Schmidt Science fellows program announcement and website. (2) Nominee statement of interest in the program, including a likely field of postdoctoral study. (3) CV of the nominee.

Files submitted:

11. Comments

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________
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